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1. Introduction 

In the mechanics of deformable rigid body a wide class of problems is devoted to the research 
of contact interaction of rigid bodies [1]. One of the most essential conditions accepted for the solution 
of contact problems is fast attenuation of stresses and strains if the distance between the considered point 
and contact area increases. 

In addition to the solutions for contact problems mechanics of a deformable rigid body have 
well  developed methods of studying of stress-strain state without considering local effects in the 
areas of load application (see for example [2]). 

Mechanical systems known as active systems [3] operate in conditions of contact interaction and 
loaded by non-contact forces. Mechanical and mathematical model of three-dimensional stress state of 
typical roller-shaft active system is considered in the present work. Calculation results show signifi-
cant difference between such stress state and traditional contact and non-contact stress states. 
 
2. Stress state 

Roller-shaft active system is loaded by contact FN and non-contact Q forces (figure 1). Thus 
stresses caused by the action of distributed normal p(x, y), tangential q(x, y) contact tractions and 
non-contact load (figure 1) should be taken into account: 
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where )(n
ijσ  – stresses caused by normal contact traction, )(τσ ij – stresses caused by tangential contact 

traction (force of friction), )(b
ijσ  – stresses caused by non-contact loads.  

 
Figure 1. Loading scheme of roller-shaft system 

 
Calculation of stresses )(n

ijσ  in any point of the half-space under the surface when 0<z  caused by the 

action of normal contact tractions p(x, y) is carried out numerically using Boussinesq problem solution )(B
ijσ  

[1] (determination of stress components in the half-space caused by unit normal force) [4,5]: 
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Calculation of stress state )(τσij  under the action of friction force modeled by the distribution of 

tangential tractions q(x, y) is also carried out numerically using Cerruti problem solution )( С
ijσ  [1] 

(determination of stress components in the half-space caused by unit tangential force) [4,5]: 
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Stresses caused by non-contact loads are defined applying particular approaches (for example 
bending theory):   
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where indexes M, N and Q correspond to internal moment, normal and shear forces.  
Since model (1) is constructed as the superposition of components ),,( )()()( b
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there is a possibilit y of analysis of both general solution and any of special cases. 

 
Figure 2. Distributions of stresses )(n

xxσ  (a), )(b
xxσ  (b), )(n

xxσ + )(b
xxσ  )0( >Q  (c), )(n

xxσ – )(b
xxσ  )0( <Q  (d), 

normalized by maximum Hertz stress p0 in the neighborhood of contact area (y = 0, а  / b = 0.5), 
(a and b are the greater and smaller semi-axes of contact elli pse) 

 
It is easy to see from the distributions presented in figure 2 that the stress state in the active 

system (figures 2.c and 2.d) strongly differs (qualitatively and quantitatively) from traditionally 
studied stress states under contact or bending (figures 2.a and 2.b respectively). Using (1) it is 
possible on the one hand to investigate how the field of the stresses (strains) caused by volume 
deformation is disturbed in some local area where the field of contact stresses (strains) simulta-
neously occurs. On the other hand it is possible to investigate how the field of local stresses (strains) 
changes when the field of the stresses (strains) caused by volume deformation is imposed on it.  
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